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Time for MAGA to Answer
Some Real Questions

By: Alan J. Huber CFP®

855 561 0500

It’s so easy… “I’m voting for
Trump… He will drain the swamp.”

Then we hear: “No Republican
can beat him.”
This may also be true statement

If asked: “what about the general
election?” The response: “Trump
will win because it will be a fair
election.”

Now comes the fun part. 
I ask: “How do you know the
judge’s will give Trump
permission to campaign?

How many trial dates and hearing
dates would Trump have to attend
in a 4 month period? If Trump’s
plane is delayed, while
campaigning in Ohio, and
Washington DC airport is closed,
what prevents the judge from
ordering Trump to stay in town
unless he is appearing in another
court?

What stops a judge from putting a
gag order on Trump not to discuss
the case on social media? If he
can’t attack the prosecution or the
judge, his fundraising efforts
drop?

Someone please tell me in view of
the above how Trump wins the
general?

Can Trump spend the rest of his
life in prison if convicted? The
quick answer is no, the Secret
Service will not allow it.

However, if Trump loses the
election there will be a Democrat
House and Senate as well as
POTUS. It will take 20 minutes to
pass the: “No Man Is above the
Law Act.”

This law says that any former
President convicted of a felony
loses Secret Service protection
and any other benefit of having
held the office of President of
United States. {translation…JAIL
TIME]

Does anyone believe the
Democrats will not pass this?

I asked on Facebook why this
election will not be stolen? The
response: “The Republican Party
will make sure the election is
handled fairly.”

If Trump as president could not
 insure a fair election, what makes
anyone think that the Republican
Party will be able to accomplish
this?

Most important… Where will the
money come from for the party to
handle election integrity?
Contributions to Trump are being
diverted to his legal bills. $60
million which was earmarked for
advertising, is being rerouted for
Trump’s legal defense.

So besides not being able to
campaign, the party will have no
money for other candidates and
for election integrity.

Here is why 2024 is so crucial:
The Democrats have broken every
rule in Washington. An
impeachment panel without due
process or any Republicans. A
sitting president using his Justice
Department to put his biggest
political competitor in jail. Does
anyone believe that when the
Democrats control the Senate, the
House and the White House they
will not get rid of the filibuster?

Then they will pass Nancy Pelosi’s
HR 1. No voter ID.

No election integrity.. And every
illegal a US citizen.

How will Republicans ever again
win an election?

This is a fight for the future of
America. You are patriots. Do not
allow America to fail because of
your love for the greatest
president we ever had.

Currently Trump and Biden are
pretty much tied. Any poll is  + / -
5%. Why not support Trump?  It is
a 50-50 gamble?

The reason is very simple.
Democrats know how to win and
will change the rules to allow
them to win. If after the
Republican convention Trump is
nominated and the election is
looking close, there are some
steps the Democrats can take.

One of the simplest: Replace
Kamala with Michelle Obama as
VP on the ballot.

Biden then announces that he will
resign shortly after the
inauguration and Michelle will be
the next president.

This will easily put Biden up by 10
points, and remember, he will not
debate Trump because it would be
disrespectful to allow the office of
the president on the same stage
as a twice impeached, four times
indicted candidate, on trial for
trying to steal an election and
espionage.
 
Of course this will not hold true
with any other Republican
candidate.

We stand zero chance of winning
if Trump and his supporters claim
that Trump won 2020 by a
landslide.

In fact, the January 6th indictment
which is legally questionable on
its face has 51% independent
voter support as compared to the
classified documents indictment
which has only 41% independent
support.

This shows that Independents, a
group that Trump needs to be able
to win does not want to hear about
the 2020 election being stolen.
Pushing 2020 will increase the
loss down ballot.

Remember July 2019? 15 months
before the election? We were
wondering if Trump would win 49
or 50 states, that’s how far ahead
he was.

Then COVID came, the rules
changed and we lost. I wrote back
in July 2019 that the issue that the
2020 election will be decided on,
has not yet occurred.

Use the polls 15 months out as
trends, not as a prediction from
the Lord above.

A word about donors. Large
money donors donate, so they will
have access when their candidate
wins the office. If they do not
believe the candidate will win,
they will not donate bigly.

Come crunch time, the donors will
not bet on Trump, because the
money will not be spent on
campaigning it will be spent on
legal fees.

Alan's Meme of the Week:
“Woke parents won’t spank their
kids, but will cut their nuts off.”
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Need Information on Health Insurance or
Medicare Plans

Joe Biden is taking your options away.

If you pay for your health insurance without subsidies, your plan may
disappear soon.

Once final rules are made, you may be S.O.L.

Contact Alan to discuss your options, before they disappear.
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